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Characteristics of Effective Learning

Emotional 
Wellbeing

Playing and 
Exploring

Creativity and 
Critical Thinking

Active Learning



Learning

What children learn7 Areas of 
learning

How children learnCharacteristics 
of learning



Emotional Wellbeing

FEELING SAFE RELAXING INTO 
LEARNING

ENABLING DEEP 
INVOLVEMENT IN 

ACTIVITIES

DEVELOPING AWARENESS OF 
EMOTIONS



Playing and 
Exploring: 
Engagement

Finding out 
and exploring

Showing curiosity about 
objects, events and people

Using senses to explore the 
world around them 

Engaging in open-ended 
activity 

Showing particular interests



Playing and 
Exploring: 
Engagement

Playing with 
what they 
know 

Pretending objects are things 
from their experience 

Representing their 
experiences in play 

Taking on a role in their play 

Acting out experiences with 
other people 



Playing and 
Exploring: 
Engagement

Being willing 
to “have a 
go”

Initiating activities

Seeking challenge

Showing a “can do” attitude

Taking a risk, engaging in new experiences, 
and learning by trial and error



Active 
Learning: 
Motivation

Being 
involved and 
concentrating

Showing a deep drive to know more about 
people and their world 

Maintaining focus on their activity for a period of 
time 

Showing high levels of involvement, energy, 
fascination 

Not easily distracted 

Paying attention to details



Active 
Learning: 
Motivation

Keeping on 
trying

Persisting with an activity or toward their 
goal when challenges occur 

Showing a belief that more effort or a 
different approach will pay off, and that their 
skills can grow and develop (growth mindset) 

Bouncing back after difficulties 



Active 
Learning: 
Motivation

Enjoying 
achieving 
what they set 
out to do

Showing satisfaction in meeting their 
own goals (I can!) 

Being proud of how they accomplished 
something – not just the end result 

Enjoying meeting challenges for their 
own sake rather than external rewards 
or praise (intrinsic motivation)



Thinking 
creatively and 
critically: 
Thinking

Having their own 
ideas (creative 
thinking) 

• Thinking of ideas that are new and 
meaningful to the child 

• Playing with possibilities (what if? what 
else?) 

• Visualising and imagining options

• Finding new ways to do things



Thinking 
creatively and 
critically: 
Thinking

Making links 
(building 
theories)

• Making links and noticing patterns in their 
experience 

• Making predictions 

• Testing their ideas 

• Developing ideas of grouping, sequences, 
cause and effect 



Thinking 
creatively and 
critically: 
Thinking

Working with 
ideas (critical 
thinking)

• Planning, making decisions about how to 
approach a task, solve a problem and reach 
a goal 

• Checking how well their activities are going 

• Flexibly changing strategy as needed 

• Reviewing how well the approach worked



How do we use the Characteristics of Effective Learning?



Questions to support the interpretation

• How to guide…

• Skim over the questions as you 
think about your key child

• Use the questions to help you think 
about the child’s needs in the areas.

• What stands out?
• Is your child having difficulties 

you can support
• Don’t write what they can do, 

write what you want to help 
with (much like we do with the 
areas of learning).



The COEL 
audit



Coding

• Using the questions to help you, code using 
the numbered key on the document.

• Be honest
• Be realistic
• You know your child
• Think about targets you can use to help your 

child
• Write the targets on the room evaluation 

sheet



Patterns at certain 
times of the year
You may see patterns in your children or 
groups at certain times of the year

• September – lots of help may be needed 
with emotional wellbeing

• July – you may notice all children will be 
at their best in critical thinking and 
creativity before school

• During the year as children come into 
your rooms – this may affect children or 
groups

• How children learn can be affected by 
their nursery environment, home 
environments and ACEs



Cohort 
Tracker



The Cohort Tracker

• The tracker is a tool so that your 
room leader can see how children 
across the room are scoring

• This can show patterns
• Your room leader will plot the 

assessments of your key children 
onto the tracker



Assessment 
Monitoring 
Sheet



Analysing 
your 

assessments 
for individual 

children

Pick out children scoring 1 or 2 in any of the four areas

List the children and their scores on section 2:Analysis

Think of interventions to help in most areas, e.g. 
Discuss Examples:
• Playing and exploring: Ava is having difficulty ‘have a go’ at new 

experiences. The intervention could be: Lots of praise and encouragement.
• Active learning: Max is having difficulty concentrating. An intervention 

might be to make groups smaller, work 1-1 with him in a calmer, quieter 
environment/room.

• Creativity & critical thinking: Summer is struggling in preschool because 
she has ideas but doesn’t know how to execute them. An intervention 
could be to guide her through the plan, do, review process in a project.

• Emotional wellbeing: A group of new children in the room are having 
problems explaining how they feel. Behaviour is suffering as a 
consequence. An intervention could be to carry out regular group times 
talking about, naming feelings, using feelings spoons, naming emotions 
during the day: “I can see you are frustrated….what can we do I wonder?”



GIVE IT A CHANCE!

It will help you understand your 
individual children more and behaviour 
in your room groups

GOOD LUCK
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